Evaluating erythropoietic agents for the treatment of anaemia in the oncology setting.
Anaemia is a common complication of cancer and its treatment. It is also associated with substantial impairment of patient quality of life (QOL). Erythropoietic agents are primary treatment options for cancer-related anaemia (CRA). This review summarises evidence supporting clinical use of the approved erythropoietic agents (epoetin alfa, epoetin beta, darbepoetin alfa). A MEDLINE((R)) search from January 2000 to September 2004 using the search terms "epoetin alfa," "epoetin beta," "darbepoetin alfa," "erythropoietin," and "anaemia" was conducted to identify studies evaluating erythropoietic agents in the treatment of CRA. Recent presentations at professional meetings were also included. Erythropoietic agents increase haemoglobin levels, decrease transfusion requirements, and improve QOL in patients with CRA. However, variations in study design, patient populations, dose titration schedules, and outcome measures among available studies make data comparisons between clinical trials difficult. Head-to-head trials are comparing erythropoietic agents in a randomised setting; other trials are evaluating optimal dosage schedules. Clinically relevant differences among approved erythropoietic agents have not been determined in direct comparative trials; however, epoetin alfa appears to be at least as effective as darbepoetin alfa in treatment of CRA.